
Welcome you to use smart HD projectors A1

This manual will help you to quickly familiar with smart HD projectors
 video content, help you set. 

That matters

       
        Please read this manual before use and proper use of this product, when 
you start using this product,We think that you have read this manual, in order to 
better service, the content of this user manual.Due to the product performance 
and function change, change, will not do further notice.
        If you have any printing or translation errors at the masses of users. If the 
product's actual settings and make using methods do not agree with this manual, 
please call the company's customer service support. Please follow the following 
safety precautions,  increase the service life of the machine.  In addition to the 
mentioned in this manual, Please consult relevant qualifications of personnel 
service. Do not use damaged wires, accessories and other peripheral equipment. 
Don't use strong on the projector or near solute, such as thinner, benzene chloride 
or other chemicals.

Disconnect the ac before cleaning, use clean fiber cotton or soft cloth water 
dripping wet wipes, reoccupy does cloth to wipe off the residual moisture.
Do not put in uneven or unreliable work surface, if packing is damaged, 
please seek maintenance.
Don't put the projector in your lap or any parts of the body, in order to prevent
the heat caused by the ill or injured.
Do not place or drop the object on the projector, not exposed to the firm or 
charged area.
Don't expose in dirty and dusty environment, not in the location of the leaking 
gas operation.
Don't in the liquid, or gas exposure or use in the rain, don't use the projector 
in the lightning storm.

First of all thank you for your use of intelligent projector!

The fuselage sketch interface buttons

A1 supports keyboard and mouse, joystick, flying squirrels and plug and play, 
limited the mouse USB plug or wireless mouse mark receives head inserted into
the fuselage sides or rear USB port. So you video projection is a micro  Android 
computer, can realize the function about computer experience.

A1 projector computer-integrated is currently the world's most advanced intel-
ligent HD function mobile projector.
This machine has the following characteristics:
The whole machine size is 220 mmx140mmx70mm
This machine has the rich interface:

  1. The TF card slot                                 2. The Reset interface            
  3. Optical                                                4. RJ45 interface            
  5. USB interface                                     6. DC power supply interface 
  7. LED                                                    8. IR interface              
  9. The audio output interface                10. The AV input interface      
 11. VGA input interface                          12 . The interface HDMI inputs.

Six view that Remote control buttons that
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(Warm prompt: please bring your own section 2 batteries)

                                             Thank you Note
Thank you very much for your trust and choose our intelligent projector, your 
choice is our constant motivation and support!  We uphold the customer first 
principles ,  have been constantly improve product details, efforts to improve 
the technical performance, and establish humanized after-sales service system, 
always put the user needs as the starting point of all work.  " Details  molded 
perfect" is our service tenet, our product design,  research and development, 
manufacture, testing, acceptance and sales  services and strive to perfect, to 
allow you to gain the most from our product quality using experience and bar-
gain  shopping enjoyment! Think about  good,  modern life to experience and 
convenient information service of the network age  , in order to your satisfaction, 
we have been trying to!
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